Abstract. We investigate functors between abelian categories having a left adjoint and a right adjoint that are similar (these functors are called quasi-Frobenius functors). We introduce the notion of a quasi-Frobenius bimodule and give a characterization of these bimodules in terms of quasi-Frobenius functors. Some applications to corings and graded rings are presented. In particular, the concept of quasi-Frobenius homomorphism of corings is introduced. Finally, a version of the endomorphism ring Theorem for quasi-Frobenius extensions in terms of corings is obtained.
Introduction
For any ring extension ϕ : R → S, we can always consider the triple of functors Γ = (S ⊗ R −, ϕ * , Hom R ( R S, −)) where S ⊗ R − and Hom R ( R S, −) are, respectively, the left and the right adjoint of the restriction of scalars functor ϕ * : S M → R M. The functor ϕ * is termed a Frobenius functor if S ⊗ R − and Hom R ( R S S , −) are naturally isomorphic. Morita observed in [14] that ϕ * is a Frobenius functor if and only if ϕ is a Frobenius extension in the sense of [13] , i.e. S is finitely generated and projective as a left R-module and S ∼ = Hom R ( R S, R) as an (S, R)-bimodule. Frobenius algebras, and Frobenius ring extensions have been studied for more than hundred years, and surfaced in the most diverse parts of algebra and beyond.
The advantage of studying Frobenius functors, rather than Frobenius algebras, is twofold. First, it provides a more abstract, and therefore in many cases a more clarifying view on many aspects and properties of Frobenius algebras and ring extensions. Secondly, Frobenius functors can be studied as well between other than pure module categories. This made it possible to transfer properties of Frobenius ring extensions to very similar properties in terms of for example Hopf algebras and corings by studying Frobenius functors for their categories of Hopf modules or comodules, respectively.
Beside Frobenius algebras, there is also a vivid interest in quasi-Frobenius algebras. These are more general, but still posses many of the interesting properties of Frobenius algebras. The aim of this note is to initiate a functorial study of quasi-Frobenius algebras, similar to the Frobenius case.
Recall from Müller [15] the notion of a left (and right) quasi-Frobenius extension, generalizing a Frobenius extension: ϕ is a left quasi-Frobenius extension if R S is finitely generated and projective and S is isomorphic as an (S, R)-bimodule to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of Hom R ( R S, R). Equivalently, R S and S R are finitely generated and projective and Hom R (S R , R) is isomorphic as (R, S)-bimodule to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of S. Similarly, ϕ is a right quasiFrobenius extension if S R is finitely generated and projective and S is isomorphic as (R, S)-bimodule to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of Hom R (S R , R). We easily conclude that ϕ is a quasi-Frobenius extension (both left and right) if and only if R S is finitely generated and projective and the (S, R)-bimodules S and Hom R ( R S, R) are similar, i.e. (S ⊗ R −, ϕ * ) is a quasi-strongly adjoint pair in the sense of [14, Theorem 5.1] . Note that ϕ * is a member of the triple of functors Γ where S ⊗ R − and Hom R ( R S S , −) are similar. In this note, we will term a functor ϕ * with these properties a quasi-Frobenius functor. So the ring extension ϕ is quasi-Frobenius if and only if ϕ * is a quasi-Frobenius functor.
In this paper we shall concentrate on quasi-Frobenius functors between Grothendieck categories. The purpose is to give a categorical framework to study quasi-Frobenius properties, in a way that the results can be applied not only to ring extensions, but also to bimodules, graded rings, coring homomorphisms and bicomodules. Moreover the functorial language can give a natural interpretation to certain known results, for example, Müller's result that if ϕ : R → S is a quasi-Frobenius ring extension of two k-algebras over a field, then R is a quasi-Frobenius k-algebra if and only if S is quasi-Frobenius k-algebra can now be understood as a consequence of our theory (see Corollary 4.2) .
After recalling some elementary definitions, we introduce in Section 2 the concept of a quasi-Frobenius triple of functors (L, F, R), or equivalently, a quasi-Frobenius functor F, for categories with finite coproducts (see Definition 2.1). This concept generalizes the notion of a Frobenius functor [7] and is closely related to the recently introduced left quasi-Frobenius pair of functors [11] . We prove some basic properties of quasi-Frobenius triples, in particular we show that they behave very well with respect to limits and colimits (see Lemma 2.4) .
In Section 3, we characterize quasi-Frobenius functors between module categories, in fact, this coincides with Morita's notion of a strongly quasi-adjoint pair of functors. A particulary interesting feature of this special situation is that the left and right adjoint of a quasi-Frobenius functor is again quasi-Frobenius, hence it induces a sequence of quasi-Frobenius functors (see Remark 3.9), a property that seems to be lost in the general case.
Another interesting case is given by graded rings and modules and this is considered in Section 5, where we provide an example of a functor that is quasi-Frobenius if and only if it is Frobenius (see Remark 5.2).
The notion of Frobenius extension for coalgebras over fields was introduced by Gómez-Torrecillas and the first two authors in [7] and extended to corings by ZaroualiDarkaoui [21] . In Section 6, we characterize quasi-Frobenius functors between categories of comodules over corings. In the last section we introduce the concept of a quasi-Frobenius morphism of corings which generalizes the notion of a Frobenius morphism of corings. Next we focus on corings for which the induction functor from the category of right A-modules to the category of right comodules of an A-coring is quasi-Frobenius. We term such corings quasi-Frobenius corings. As an application, we prove that any quasi-Frobenius extension ϕ : R → S induces a quasi-Frobenius coring. This result generalizes [5, Theorem 2.7] and [11, Proposition 4.3 ].
Preliminaries
Divisibility and similarity. Let A be a category with finite coproducts. For an object X in A, and a positive integer n, we denote by X n the coproduct (direct sum) of n copies of X. Consider now two objects X and Y in A. Then we say that X divides Y , denoted by X |Y , if there exist positive integer n and morphisms φ : X → Y n and ψ : Y n → X, such that ψ • φ = 1 X . Two objects X and Y in A are said to be similar, denoted by X ∼ Y if X divides Y and Y divides X at the same time. Clearly, "∼" defines an equivalence relation on the class of objects of A. From the splitting lemma, the following result follows immediately.
1.1. Lemma. Let A be an abelian category and X, Y ∈ A two objects. Then the following statements are equivalent
(ii) there exists a positive integer n and an object Z ∈ A such that 0 → Z → Y n → X → 0 is a split exact sequence; (iii) there exists a positive integer n and an object Z ∈ A such that Y n ∼ = X ⊕ Z.
In this paper we will consider some particular cases of this situation. In this section we introduce the necessary notation.
Functor categories. Let A an B be two categories, where A has finite coproducts. Consider now a suitable category Fun(B, A), whose objects are functors F : B → A and whose morphisms are natural transformations between these functors. One can easily check that Fun(B, A) has finite coproducts, which can be defined as follows. For any two functors F, G : B → A, and X ∈ B, we put (F⊕G)(X) = F(X)⊕G(X). The definitions of divisibility and similarity therefore apply to Fun(A, B). Explicitly, given covariant functors L, R : B → A, we say that L divides R, denoted by L | R, if for some positive integer n there are natural transformations
Analogously, R | L if for some positive integer m there are natural transformations
The functor L is said to be similar to R, denoted by L ∼ R, whenever L | R and R | L.
The following lemma is obvious,
We will study properties of these functors in more detail in Section 2.
Rings and modules. Consider associative and unital rings R and S. We use the following notation and definitions as in [2] . For an (R, S)-bimodule we write R M, M S or R M S if we want to stress the left R-module, right S-module or bimodule structure on M, respectively. If N is another (R, S)-bimodule, then Hom R (M, N) = Hom R ( R M, R N) denotes the abelian group of left R-module maps, Hom S (M, N) is the abelian group of right S-module maps. A bimodule has two duals, a left dual
The categories of all (R, S)-bimodules, left R-modules and right S-modules are denoted respectively by R M S , R M and M S .
We can consider divisibility and similarity in R M S . This leads now to the following explicit description. We say that the (R, S)-bimodule M devides the (R, S)-bimodule N, denoted by M | N, if there exists a positive integer n and an (R, S)-bimodule P such that M ⊕ P ∼ = N (n) . Furthermore, M and N are called similar, abbreviated
there are m, n ∈ N and (R, S)-
as bimodules. The properties of similar bimodules are examined in Section 3.
Corings and comodules. Let A be an associative and unitary algebra over a commutative ring (with unit) k. We recall from [19] that an A-coring C consists of an A-bimodule C with two A-bimodule maps 
Quasi-Frobenius functors between Grothendieck categories
Let A and B be categories that posses finite coproducts. Consider a triple of functors Γ = (L, F, R), where F : A → B has a left adjoint L : B → A and also a right adjoint R : B → A. In this situation, we call Γ an adjoint triple. Notice that F is exact and preserves limits and colimits, L always preserves projective objects and colimits and is right exact, the functor R preserves injective objects and limits and is left exact. 
Definition. A quasi-Frobenius triple

2.2.
Remark. In the case where B = M B and A = M A for certain rings A and B, the situation of a quasi-Frobenius triple of functors for the categories A and B was termed a strongly adjoint pair of functors in [14] . We will study this particular situation in Section 3.
Before proving some properties of quasi-Frobenius triples, we state the following elementary lemma.
2.3.
Lemma. Let A be a Grothendieck category. For a positive integer n, let P n : A → A be the defined by P n (X) = X n . Then P n preserves all limits and colimits.
Proof. Let us proof that P n preserves arbitrary colimits, the proof for limits is obtained by applying dual arguments. Consider a (small) category Z and a functor H : Z → A. Let (C, c Z ) = colim H be the colimit of H. This means that (C, c Z ) is a cocone on H (i.e. C ∈ A is an object and c Z :
Now consider the functor P n • H : Z → A, we have to show that P n (colim H) = colim (P n •H). Let (M, m Z ) be any cocone on P n •H. Denote by π i : H(Z)
n → H(Z) the projection on the i-th component in the direct sum. Then (M, π i • m Z ) is a cocone on H for any i = 1, . . . , n. Hence there exist unique morphisms f i : C → M satisfying π i • m Z = f i • c Z for all i and all Z. In this way we obtain a unique
Remark that with notation as in Lemma 2.3, F n = P n • F for any functor F : A → A.
Lemma. Consider Grothendieck categories A, B and C. If (L, F, R) is a quasiFrobenius triple for A and B, then (a) The functors L, F and R are exact and preserve all limits and colimits as well as
injective and projective objects. The functors L and F preserve finitely generated
is also a quasi-Frobenius triple for A and C.
Proof. (a) Since F is exact, L preserves projective objects and R injective objects. Suppose that L ∼ R. Then there are natural transformations (1) and (2), we easily deduce that R preserves projective objects and L injective objects. Consider now any short exact sequence in B
Applying R n and L to (3), we obtain the commutative diagram with exact rows
from which it follows that L(f ) is monic and therefore, L exact. A similar argument with L m shows that R is exact. Since L is a left adjoint, we already know that it preserves colimits, similarly, R, being a right adjoint, preserves limits. Before we show that R preserves arbitrary colimits, let us remark that by Lemma 2.3, L m and R m preserve colimits and limits respectively. Now let Z be a (small) category and H : Z → B a covariant functor. We denote as in Lemma 2.
) are cocones on respectively RH and L m H. Let us denote the colimit of RH by (C R , r Z ) and the colimit of L m H by (C L , l Z ). Then there are unique morphisms r :
That L m preserves colimits means exactly that l is an isomorphism, we have to show that r is an isomorphism as well. From the properties of a colimit, one easily obtains that r is a monomorphism. Next, observe that (
where we used the naturality of φ ′ in the second equality. Since this holds for all Z ∈ Z, it follows from the properties of the colimit that φ
Hence, we obtain the following commutative diagram where the upper row is exact,
From this diagram one obtains that r is an epimorphism, hence also an isomorphism.
Recall that an object M of A is finitely generated if the functor Hom A (M, −) preserves the sum of an arbitrary directed system {X i } i∈I in A. By applying the adjunction property of L and F, we find for a finitely generated object M ∈ B that
where we used the fact that F preserves colimits, hence sums, in the second equation and that M is finitely generated in B in the third equation. It follows that LM is a finitely generated object in A. Similarly, FN is finitely generated for a finitely generated object N ∈ A. (b) Consider natural transformations φ and ψ as in (1) and (2), and similarly natural transformationsφ andψ for the triple (L,F,R). Since by part (a), all functors preserve in particular (finite) direct sums, we can define natural transformations
which are easily verified to satisfy the required properties. 
for all X ∈ A.
Recall that if the functor R : B → A is a right adjoint to F, then the unit η : 1 A → RF and the counit ρ : FR → 1 B of the adjunction satisfy the identities
The next proposition implies, in particular, that if Γ = (L, F, R) is a quasiFrobenius triple of functors, then (F, L) is a left quasi-Frobenius pairs. For a more complete treatment about the connection between quasi-Frobenius triples and (left) quasi-Frobenius pairs, we refer to [20] . Proof. Assume R|L. Then there exist morphisms
n by the composition of morphisms
for every X ∈ A. Similarly, for any Y ∈ B, the composition
This means that (F, L) is a left quasi-Frobenius pair. Likewise, using that L|R, we obtain the other afirmation. 
Proof. Suppose that M | N, by Lemma 1.1 this is true if and only if there exists a P ∈ R M S such that the following sequence splits in R M S .
Recall that any functor preserves split exact sequences and F preserves finite direct sums. Therefore, if we apply the functor F to the above sequence, then we obtain the split exact sequence Proof. We only prove part (i). Suppose first that M ⊗ S − | N ⊗ S −, then the statement follows by Lemma 1.2. Conversely, if M | N, then also M ⊗ S P | N ⊗ S P for all P , because the tensor product functor − ⊗ S P preserves direct sums and therefore we can apply Lemma 3.1. Naturality of this divisibility is easily checked. Proof. We only prove part (i), the proof of the second part is similar. Take a finite dual basis {e k , f k } ∈ N × Hom S (N, S S ) for M as a right S-module. Since M divides N, there exist morphisms
Denote by π i : N (n) → N and ι i : N → N (n) the canonical projection and injection on the i-th component of the direct sum. Take any m ∈ M, then
Hence we obtain a dual basis {ψ
Quasi-Frobenius functors between module categories have already been considered by K. Morita in [14] . The following theorem extends the characterization given in that paper. (i) S M R is finitely generated and projective on both sides; The following proposition shows that there is a duality between the category of quasi-Frobenius functors for R M and S M on one hand and the category of quasiFrobenius functors for M S and M R on the other hand.
Proposition. For each quasi-Frobenius triple (L, F, R) for R M and S M there is a quasi-Frobenius triple (L, F, R) for M S and M R such that the correspondence (L, F, R) → (L, F, R) between quasi-Frobenius triples is bijective up to natural isomorphism.
Proof. Let S M R , R N S and R N S be bimodules associated to the triple (L, F, R) as in part (b) of Theorem 3.4. Then we define L = − ⊗ R N , F = − ⊗ S M and R = − ⊗ R N. By the left-right dual of Theorem 3.4, we find that (L, F, R) is indeed a quasi-Frobenius triple and this correspondence is clearly bijective.
Recall from [2] that an (R, S)-bimodule M is called Frobenius if R M and M S are finitely generated and projective and ( R M) * ∼ = (M S ) * as (S, R)-bimodules. Motivated by the previous theorem, we propose in this note the following generalization of Frobenius bimodules. It should be remarked however, that this notion differs from the more classical definition of a quasi-Frobenius bimodule (see [3] ).
3.6.
Definition. An (R, S)-bimodule M is said to be quasi-Frobenius bimodule, if both R M and M S are finitely generated projective and ( R M) * ∼ (M S ) * as (S, R)-bimodules. Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 immediately lead to the following.
Proposition. For any (R, S)-bimodule M the following assertions are equivalent. (i) R M S is a quasi-Frobenius bimodule; (ii) M ⊗ S − : S M → R M is a quasi-Frobenius functor; (ii)' there is a quasi-Frobenius functor
F : S M → R M such that F(S) ∼ = M as (R, S)-bimodule; (iii) − ⊗ R M : M R → M S
is a quasi-Frobenius functor; (iii)' there is a quasi-Frobenius functorF
The following theorem shows that a quasi-Frobenius triple between module categories can 'shifted'. Proof. We only prove (i) ⇒ (ii) and (i) ⇒ (iii). The converse implications follow from this by symmetry arguments. Let S M R , R N S and R N S be bimodules associated to the triple (L, F, R) as in Theorem 3.4 (d). Now put
Since N is finitely generated and projective as a left R-module, F 1 is a right adjoint for R. Moreover, we know that N ∼ N , therefore M ∼ = Hom R (N, R R) ∼ Hom R (N, R R). So by applying again Theorem 3.4 ((b) ⇒ (a)), we find that (F, R, F 1 ) is a quasi-Frobenius triple.
Similarly, we obtain the quasi-Frobenius triple (F −1 , L, F), by putting
3.9.
Remark. Let M ∈ S M R be a quasi-Frobenius bimodule. Then we obtain a sequence of functors
such that each three subsequent functors form a quasi-Frobenius triple of functors. In particular, a bimodule is quasi-Frobenius if and only if any of it's duals appearing in this sequence is quasi-Frobenius.
If R M S and S N T are bimodules, then M ⊗ S N receives the natural (R, T )-bimodule structure by putting r(m⊗ S n)t = rm⊗ S nt for all r ∈ R, t ∈ T and m⊗ S n ∈ M ⊗ S N.
Proposition. Suppose R M S and S N T are quasi-Frobenius bimodules. Then
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.2.
Quasi-Frobenius ring extensions
Let ϕ : R → S be a ring morphism. Then ϕ induces an R-bimodule structure on S. Recall from [15] that ϕ is called a quasi-Frobenius ring extension if and only if S is finitely generated and projective as a left R-module and the (S, R)-bimodules S and Hom R ( R S, R R) are similar. From this definition, it is clear that ϕ is a quasi-Frobenius ring extension if and only if R S S is a quasi-Frobenius bimodule.
4.1.
Remark. It is obvious that the class of quasi-Frobenius bimodule contains Frobenius bimodules. An example of finite-dimensional quasi-Frobenius algebra which is not a Frobenius is given in [16] . Consequently, a quasi-Frobenius bimodule need not be a Frobenius in general.
We can associate to the ring morphism ϕ : R → S the adjoint triple of functors Γ = (S ⊗ R −, l ϕ * , Hom R ( R S S , −)) where l ϕ * : S M → R M is the restriction of scalars functor. By symmetry, we can also consider the restriction functor ϕ r * : M S → M R and its adjoint functors − ⊗ R S and Hom R (S R , −). By applying the results of the previous section, we obtain the following characterization of quasi-Frobenius ring extensions. 
Corollary. Let ϕ : R → S be a ring extension. Then the following assertions are equivalent (i) ϕ is a quasi-Frobenius extension; (ii) R S S is a quasi-Frobenius bimodule; (ii)' S S R is a quasi-Frobenius bimodule; (iii) Γ = (S ⊗
R −, l ϕ * , Hom R ( R S, −)) is a quasi-Frobenius triple for R M and S M, i.e. l ϕ * : S M → R M is a quasi-Frobenius functor; (iii)' Γ = (− ⊗ R S, ϕ r * , Hom R (S R , −)) is
Corollary. Let α : R → S and β : S → T be two ring morphisms. Suppose that β is a quasi-Frobenius extension. Then α is a quasi-Frobenius extension if and only if β • α is a quasi-Frobenius extension.
Proof. Consider the following diagram of functors
where the indexed functors U − are the obvious forgetful functors and the inner and outer triangles are commutative. We know that the extensions are quasi-Frobenius if either the forgetful or the induction functors are quasi-Frobenius functors (see Corollary 4.2). The statements follow now directly form Lemma 2.4 (b). Remark that the 'only if' part is in fact a special instance of Proposition 3.10.
Quasi-Frobenius functors in graded rings
Let G be a group with neutral element e. A ring R is said to be G-graded if there is a family {R x ; x ∈ G} of additive subgroups of R such that R = x∈G R x , and the multiplication in R is such that, for all x and y in G, R x R y ⊆ R xy . Similarly, a left R-module M is graded by G if there is a family {M x ; x ∈ G} of additive subgroups of M such that M = x∈G M x , and for all x and y in G, R x M y ⊆ M xy . We will denote by R-gr the category of all G-graded left R-modules over the unital group-graded ring R.
It is well known (see e.g. [17] ) that associated to the ring homomorphism ϕ : R e → R can associate two functors Ind(−) : Re M → R-gr and (−) e : R-gr → Re M.
Here the functor (−) e , called the restriction at e, is given by M → M e , for every left graded R-module M = x∈G M x and Ind(−). The functor Ind(−), called the induction functor is given by Ind(N) = R ⊗ Re N, for every left R e -module N, where the grading on Ind(N) is defined by putting (Ind(N)) y = R y ⊗ Re N for every y ∈ G. It was shown in [17] that the functor Ind(−) is a left adjoint of the functor (−) e and the unit of the adjunction η :
The functor (−) e has also a right adjoint called the e-th coinduced functor
where for every left R e -module N, Coind(N) = yinG Coind(N) y is the left graded R-module defined by
Moreover, the counity of this adjunction τ : (−) e • Coind(−) → 1 Re M is a functorial isomorphism. From our definitions, it follows that (−) e is a quasi-Frobenius functor if and only if (Ind(−), (−) e , Coind(−)) is a quasi-Frobenius triple of functors.
Recall that for any M ∈ R-gr and x ∈ G, we define the x-suspension M(x) of M as the graded R-module obtained from M by putting M(x) y = M yx for all y ∈ G.
Theorem. Let R be a G-graded ring. The following assertions are equivalent. (i) (−) e is a quasi-Frobenius functor;
(ii) Ind(−) ∼ Coind(−); (iii) ∀ x ∈ G, R x is finitely generated and projective in Re M and R ∼ Coind(R e ).
Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii) is clear.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Assume that Ind(−) ∼ Coind(−). Then Ind(R e ) ∼ Coind(R e ). But Ind(R e ) ∼ = R which implies that R ∼ Coind(R e ) as (R, R e )-bimodules. Now consider the x-suspended objects R(x) ∈ R-gr for all x ∈ G. These are finitely generated and projective in R-gr, which can easily be seen from the fact that the forgetful functor R-gr → R M reflects finitely generated and projective objects. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4 (a), the functor (−) e preserves finitely generated and projective objects.
Hence (R(x)) e = R x is a finitely generated and projective left R e -module for all x ∈ G.
with g • f = 1 R . For any left R e -module X, apply the functor − ⊗ Re X to (4) and we obtain
By assumption R x is finitely generated and projective as R e -module, whence
In particular, Coind(R e ) ⊗ Re X ∼ = Coind(X). Then the sequence (5) is given by
Analogously, we can prove that Coind(−) | Ind(−). Therefore, Ind(−) ∼ Coind(−).
5.2.
Remark. Let R = x∈G R x be a k-algebra graded by a group G. We consider the forgetful functor U : R-gr → R M, where R-gr is the category of G-graded modules. It is well know that U has a right adjoint functor F : R M → R-gr. If U is a quasiFrobenius functor, then U commutes with direct products and by [7, Corollary 4.4] , G is finite. This implies that U is a Frobenius functor (see [8, Proposition 2.5]).
Quasi-Frobenius functors between categories of comodules over corings
Troughout this section, let C be an A-coring and D a B-coring, where A and B are k-algebras over the commutative ring k. 
Lemma. Suppose that
This condition establishes that for some positive integer n there are bicomodule morphisms
For any right D-comodule X we apply the cotensor functor X D − to the above sequence and we obtain (
Proof. 
Hence, L is a left adjoint for F. Similarly, we find that F is a left adjoint for R, and therefore Γ is a quasi-Frobenius triple.
Quasi-Frobenius coring homomorphisms
Following [10] , a coring homomorphism from the A-coring C to the B-coring D is a pair (ϕ, ρ), where ρ : A → B is a homomorphism of k-algebras and ϕ : C → D is a homomorphism of A-bimodules such that C and f ′ , g ′ ∈ C * given by the formulas
Furthermore, the maps i : A → * C, i(a)(c) = ε C (c)a and i ′ : A → C * , i ′ (a)(c) = aε C (c) are ring morphisms. There are well-defined functors M C → M * C and
for all f ∈ * C, g ∈ C * , m ∈ M and n ∈ N, where M ∈ M C and N ∈ , the quasi-finiteness of X implies that X is finitely generated and projective as a left A-module. Moreover, since X ∼ = C C X ∼ = Hom C (C, C) ∼ = C * , we find that C * is finitely generated and projective as a left A-module, and therefore C is finitely generated as a right A-module. Finally, U(C) ∼ Hom C (C, A) as right A-modules, and by naturality of the functors, we obtain that similarity holds as well as left C-comodules, hence as left C * -modules. (iv) ⇒ (iii). Since C is finitely generated and projective as a right A-module, C * is finitely generated and projective as a left A-module. But since C ∼ C * , we find by Lemma 3.3 that C is also finitely generated and projective as a left A-module. 
